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Docket No. 50-331

Iowa Electric Li ht and Power CompanyE
ATTN: Mr. Lee Liu, Bresident and

Chief Executive Officer
IE Towers
P.O. Box 351
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406

Centlemen:

This letter acknowledges receipt of your letter (DAEC-E3-731) dated
Septer.ber 16, 1983 inforcing us of operating failurcs of CE HFA relays
and the corrective acticos you have implemented to resolve the problems.
These z.atters vere discussed in a telephone conversation on Septer.ber
15, 1983, between your Er. McCauphy and our Mr. Little. Our review has ~
concluded that the actions and comitt.ents e,et forth in your letter
adequately address our concerns.

This lett er in conjunctiot vith your Septer.ber 16, 1983, letter con-
stitute a Confirtantory Action Letter. We vill continue our review of
this c.atter and your corrective actions.

If you have any questions regarding thic t.atter, please contact this
office.

Sinc erely,

Origir.nl ric.cf by
J t - a s G . I'c - h -

Jer.es G. Keppler
herional Idtinistrator

cc: Mr. D. Einech, T1 ant .

Supetinte.noent .

Mr. Thor.as Eouvenar.le
Iova Cornerce Comission

J. Axe 1 rad, ELD
E. Jordan, DEQA
J. Taylor, DET

, g r-r' DMB/ Document Control Deck (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, Kill 8412130026 040614A f , ,g
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lowa Electric Llaht and her Company-
.

.

September 16, 1983
DAEC-83-731! * -

. .

' Mr. James G. Keppler .

Regional Administrator.
Region III
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co. mission ,

.799 Roosevelt Read
--

. . . . . -
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 .

'- ,

~

*

- Subject: Duane Arnold Energy Center . .
'

Docket No. 50-331 - . .

~

Op. License DPR-49
Licensee Event Report No. 63-34
(30-day) , , . , , ,

. ,

'

Dear Mr. Keppler:
--

*

The purpose of this letter is to infom you of our re~ cent operating
f ailures of the GE HFA relays and the preventative and corrective actions ,we

.AlthoJgh these failures did nothave implemented to resolve our problems.
comprocise plant safety by virtue of the multiple levels of redundancy in the

.

design of protective systea.s, we have initiated these iteasures to ensure that'

the design and licensing basis of DAEC rmains uncompromised.
.

As detailed in the attached LER and 1.ER supplemental date, our ,~

corrective and preventative actions initiated include the following.

Ecent of all nomally energized HFA relays in the RPS and PCIS
:

1) Repla:'

systems is being accelerated. We anticipate a scheduled outage
-

;

comencing within the next six 6eeks to accomplish this HFA
.

replacement and repair .to a MSIV.- However, in the event an
unscheduled outage of sufficient duration prior to MSIV repair.

. .

*

occurs, these HFAs will be replaced at that time.
-

,

All other HFA relays will be rep'. aced during the next refueling ,.

| 2) outage. currently scheduled for the f all,1984. These remaining,

normally de-energized relays have not experienced the f ailure'

mechanism we are experiencir.g with ni,m ally energized relays.However, a visual inspection of normally de-energized safety relat[ed
.

(

relays has also been initiated and will be completed by September
'

If rela) f ailures of the type' experienced with the energized20.*

, relays are detected, the NRC will be notified and additional
| surveillance will be instituted,
t

Daily visual inspection has been initiated for normally energizedi 3) AC HFA RPS and PCIS relays. This inspection is governed by procedure
which specifies acceptance criteria and documents inspection

.

, results.
L
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4) Discussions are continuing with GE to identify other means of
*

predicting relay failure. Although no mechanism has yet been
identified for in place testing, these technical discussions are

.
-.

continuing. '-

5) We will continue to keep the NRC prornptly informed (within 24 hours).

.of- all HFA relay failures.

6) We will continue to evaluate, investigate and document the failure -

. mode for the HFA relays. Failure analysis reports will be prepared
and made available for NRC review.~ -

. , . . , .,

We believe that these positive actions we have initiated to detect'a'nd - -~

prevent relay failures prior to their. failure fully protects the health and
safety of the public. The failures being experienced are randan failures-

limited to HFA relays that aconormally energized with AC power. As -

discussed further in the LER attachment, none of the failures experienced
. .

-

have had a detrimental effect on safety due to the mJ1tiple levels oY ~ ''
. redundancy in the Reactor Protection System and Primary containment Isolation

System. Further, in all instances of failures, protective actions would htve-

'

.been initiated and completed when challenged from the primary sensed
par nster. Hence, the additional protection and redundancy reflected :in ,-

accident analysis from assuming the second parameter initiates protective
functions is also intact. ..

-

We concide, therefore, on the bas s of the redundancy in prote'ctive
systens, the random nature and frequency of failures, the routine and
augmented surveillance we have instituted to detect degradation prior to'

failure and the near term repla:ement plans that continued cperation is
justified and is not inimical to the health and safety of the public.

.

In accordance with Appendix A to Operating License DPR-c9, Technical
. Specifications, Section 6.11.2.b(1), and Bases for Duane Arnold Energy Center
: and Regulatory Guide 10.1, please . find attached a copy of the subject

Licensee Event Report,
t

- Very truly'yours,
-

fk||Qt .

.

j Daniel L. Mineck -

Plant Superintendent - Nuclear
'

Duane Arnold Energy Center

DLH/WOM/pc

l
'

Attachments: LER 83-034 '

LER 83-034 Supplemental Datat

cc: .Docunent Control Desk NRC Resident Inspector - DAEC
i U. S.- Nuclear Regulatory Connission

'n'ashington, D.C. 20555 File A-118a
-
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OUANE ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER
September 16, 1983 )
DAEC-83-731
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hwa Electric Light and Power Company

Licensee Event Report - Supplemental Data
9

Docket No. 050-0331
.

'
-

Licensee Event Report Date: 9-16-83

Reportable Occurrence No: 183-034

Description _to Event _ , -
..

*r,

On Septecber 6, 1983, while conducting routine yeekly functional
-

-

surveillance on the reactor protection system, it wat obsarved that the A1 -

logic of the RPS "A" chennel did not trip when inserting a high flux trip
sicnal in the AFRM E logic.- Investigation revealed that an HfA relay had
failed to change state when de-energized. 'As discussed below, APRM E logic
also provides a signal to the A2 logic of RPS channel "A", hence an actual

high flux in AFRM E would have initiated RPS channel "A" half scram.. In
-

. ..

additien, AFRH A and C vov1d also have performed their function of providing
the RPS "A" half scram by tripping the A1, and A2 IC9tc respectively.

i

Cause of Eve n

Tne cause of the relay f ailure is slow deterioretion and overheating of
the relay co; which results in the coil seeping varnish. Tne varnish flowsWhen.and then solidifies between the coil core pole and the relay armature.
solidified, this varnish adheres to the armature end prevents moving from the
energized position to the deenergized position when powsr is removed from the
coil.

Corrective Action
.

The fo11 ewing corrective and preventative ections have been initiated or
taken to ensure that thcre continues to be no significant adverse safety
inpact on plant.

1) Upon detection of the failure, the RPS "A" channel was tripped and
the HFA relay was promptly replaced. ..

'

A?RM .' supplies a high flux trip signal to both the Al and A9 logic
in the RPS "A" channel. As designed. either Al or A2 will initiate

This relay f ailure disabled the APRM|
the channel "A" half sCr n.

An actual AFRH E high flux signal would still trigger
'

E, A1 logi;.
the A2 logic and give the RPS channel "A" half scram as would APRM A

trip and APRH C which would initiate an A2which woul:' provide in Al

trip. However, for conservatism the RPS channel "A" half scre was
tripped during the replacement of the failed relay.

-

b

Pase 1_ of 2_
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towa Electric Light and Power Company
.

Licensee Event Report - Supplemental Data

Docket No. 050-0331
- .

'

,

-

Licensee Event Report Date: 9-16-83 ,

Reportable Occurrence No: 83-034(Cont.)
~ .

2) The failure mechanism is understood and detectable by visual and
-

isensory (odor)means. The relay face plate is Wam to touch, ,

.Jvarnish seeps from coils and the clean copper color of the coil- "~'|
,

begins to be obscured. Removing the relay face.on deteriorating
-...s '

-

relays also allows the distinct odor to be detected. ~

|
'

Our progros initiated in 1981 to replace all HFA's 'in response to3) GE recomendations is scheduled to be completed during the f all,
1984 refueling outage. This program is being expedited as discussed - ~- -

ifurther below,

In light of two recent f ailures (R0 83-026, 83-034) visual4)
inspection has been perfomed on all normally energized HFA relays
in the RPS and PCIS. systems (other safety related HFA relays at DAEC
are normally deenergized and/or 0; powered which are not subject to
this f ailure mechanism.) This resulted in two relays being .

identified-for further testing on 9/g/S3. One'showed delayed
and the second

opening characteristics (approximately 5 seconds) Completed visualBoth were replaced on 9/9/83.normal response.
inspection on 9/12/83 identified 2 more (one in RPS and one in FCIS)
with preliminary indication of.possible degradation starting; '

Special testing has demonstreted these to be fully operable.
However, these relays are. scheduled for replacement by September ,

20. Sensory (odor) checks are being perfomed on all relays
initially, and on suspect relays identified pursuant to future

''

visual inspections.

We are continuino to scope additional technical raeans to identify
5) onset of degradai. ion in advance of visual degradction. Discussions

~

; - are continuing with GE on the matter.,

Visual inspections are being conducted daily by operations personnel6) on all nomally AC energized HFA relays in the RPS and PCIS.
Degradation detected in relays will be eycluated on a case by case -|

basis.
,

Expediting of the engineering package, procurement, receipt| 7) ' inspection and post installation testing procedures for normally .

.

! Wenergized HTA reinys in the RPS and PCIS systems is in progress.
estimate that full replacement of energized HFA relays in the RPS
and FCIS systecs Will require approximately 2 weeks plant outage

-

f time. We anticipate a scheduled outage commencing within the next 6

! weeks. This outage will begin when the MSIV repair and HFA

L
replacment can commence.

8) Weekly, monthly and other scheduled functional testing is being
performed on safety related systems which contain HFA relays. .

. . ?.e|
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